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Indirect Fires in the Battle of FaIlujah

By Captain James Cobb
First Lieutenant Christopher LaCour

and Sergeant First Class WiHiam Hight

westofBaghdadonthdEuphrate city the AIF emplaced rockets as
Task Force 2d Battalion 2d

Its population before the battle was about remotely controlled direct fire weap
Infantrys 25000b people however TF 22 IN onsagainstanyCoalitionForcesthat

port element FSE operated as encountered few civilians in its attack attempted to attack from the south or

minibrigade during t4e south east of the city The enemy also

Battle ofFallujah The FSE co TF 22 INs mission initially was to emplaced improvised explosive de
ordinated the tombat effects Of attack south to Phase Line PL Fran vices IE and mines along key
Army Air Force and Marine Highway 10 from the northeastern routes and at intersections to impede
assets more autonomously than

edge of the city to protect our eastern and funnel Coalition Forces move
the traditional doctrinal bat flank and destroy the antiIraqi Forces ment Vast caches of AIF munitions

talionlevel FSEa model of AIF keepinjthe lines of communica had been positioned throughout the

joint interdependency tions open For the attack the city was sector for tactical resupply
Although theFSEdidnothave sliced north and south into six areas of Friendly Forces TF 22 IN de

joint personnel assigned to it it
responsibility AORs TF 22 IN on ployed to Camp Fallujah under the

worked closely with the brigade the northeastern slice of the city with operational control OPCON of

air liaison officer who TF 13 Marines on our western flank Marine Regimental Combat Team7
was chopped to 22 and followed east to west by TF 18 Ma RCT7 1st Marine Division TF
functioned as Joint FSE if rines TF 27 Cay TF 35 Marines and Ns task organization consisted of

you will
finally TF 3I Marines in the north one mechanized infantry company

Ed longtheEuphr River one armored company the brigade

During the attack many fragmentary reconnaissance troop BRT one

MORANDUM FOR orders FRAGOs were issued which Iraqi Intervention Forces HF Bat
RECORD FSE TF 22 IN pushed TF 22 IN south of PL Fran to talon one engineer platoon two

3d Brigade Combat Team the southern edge of the city TF 22 Ml 09A6 Paladins positioned

BCT 1st ID Operation Iraqi Free INs rear tactical operations center Camp lujafour organic 120domOIFI o9A6Paladinhow mm mortars and two 81mm mor
FOB Normandy Iraq itzers were at Camp Fallujah 22 kilo tars Four Air joint terminal tLj
APO AE 09392 BGRF meters southwest of llu from attack controllers 5h were

December 2004 which the Paladins fifed during the tached from the 3d BCT headquar

Subject AfterAction Review Battle of Fallujah ters and sliced out to the maneuver

AAR for the Battle of lQ The city is about five kilometers wide companies with one BALO and an

Background and Mission The and five kilometers deep It is divided enlisted driver in the task force tac

Battle of llu was conducted east and west by Highway 10 with resi tical command post TAC
from to 20 November 2004 with dential neighborhoods to the north and Artillery Fires As part of TF
the last fife mission on 17 Novem the industrial sector in the south In the IN the 1O Paladins and

ber The battle was fought by an most southern sector ofthe city is poor platoon fife direction center FDC
Army Marine lraqforce of about neighborhood that was filled with for were attached in direct support DS
15000 under the Marine Expedi eignfighters dubbedthe to the TF For most of the fight this

tionaryForce IMEFsweeping from trict This was the sector in which we was their onlyrole Later after TF
north to south The joint and corn encountered the heaviest resistance IN had reached its limit ofadvance

bined force cordoned the city and Enemy Forces In TF 22 Ns LOA at PL Fran it also was tasked

searched doortodoor clearing build AOR the AIF had emplaced many to support RCT7
ings and engaging insurgents in the stacles and fortified buildings as The Paladins were in positionreputed ur strongpoints dug trenches and estab area PA in Camp lujaadjacent

ban fighting for Marines since the lished fighting positions and bunkers to the Marine Corps and battery of

Battle of Hue City in Vietnam in Additionally the enemy had rigged Paladins from the 1st Cavahy Divi

1968 buildings and vehicles with explosives sion FA that was attached

Fallujah is roughly 40 kilometers Along the southeastern portion of the to the IMEF This facilitated the FAs



sharing meteorological Met data

and
survey

and relieved the platoon

of selfsecurity

Organic to the TF As an organic

part of the TF the howitzers pro
vided accurate timely fifes through

out the fight delivering 925 rounds

mostly in dangerclose fires As dedi

cated assets to the TF Paladin fires

were greatly expedited in 360de

gree fight with fluid targets and

rapidly advancing maneuver force

Fire missions tookless than two min
utes from the initial callforfire

CFF to rounds down range

Responsibilities of TFFSE The

TF FSE assumed responsibility for

coordinating with the TF 22 IN 54

for Class resupply positioning the

platoon and selecting shellfaze com
binations The TF FSE cleared fires

at the TAC along with the TF battle

captain or 53 Clearance of fires was

executed by demanding accurate com

pany frontline traces and forward ob

server locations at regular inter

vals and battle tracking in detail

Role of the Artillery The artil

lerywas used in doctrinal roles such

as screening the initial point of pen
etration preparatory fires close fife

support and disruptive deep fires as

well as in nondoctrinal roles such as

clearing routes of TEDs and breeching

minefields

Using Paladins directly attached to

the TF gave us tremendous advantage

in the fight Our tactics techniques and

procedures TTP were effective and le

thal and gave maneuver ifs greater

flexibility firepower and mobility

The overall perfonnance was outstand

ing By using FOs and accurate intelli

gencedriven targeting the artillery was

driving force in the TFs ability to

attack through large city with mini

mum casualties in six days

Massing Fires The only drawback

was our inability to mass fires on targets

due to having only two guns While we
did have general support reinforcing

GSR assets they were slow cumber

some and more difficult to coordinate

with than our organic systems Trust

was also an issue as the vast majority of

our fifes were dangerclose and we did

not know the proficiency level of the

supporting guns

While it did not impact our operations

overall at times the physical and psy
chological effects of massed artillery

fires were the preferred effects We
could use our 120mm mortars when

during Operation Al Fajr on November 2004

we wanted to mass fires but additional

155mm howitzers would have been

more effective

Mortars The Thunder Mortar Pla

toon that is organic to 22 IN proved to

be the equal of the artillery in this fight

in terms of
accuracy

and responsive

ness and was an integral part of the

indirect fires used

When provided the five requirements

for accurate predicted fifes mortars were

every bit as accurate and deadly as

artillery The firepower of the 120mm
munitions allowed us to respond quickly

with overwhelming firepower when

needed During the course ofthe battle

mortars fired 942 rounds of timely ac

curate fires

Mortar Challenges Ourmortarpla

toon received two M252 81mm mor
tars before deploying to the Fallujah

AOR These were useful indirect fife

weapons when close fifes were required

The only drawback was they had no

sights To use them we had to take

sights from the 120mm tubes and use

the sights with the 81mm mortars tak

ing two 120mm tubes out of the fight

The mortars high angle of fife was

preferable for military operations in

urban terrain MOUT but there were

times when the mortars maximum or

dinate MAXORD exceeded the

close air support CAS ceiling lim

iting mortar fires

Platoon Security The mortar

platoon operated outside of Camp

Fallujah at various firing points and

had to pull selfsecurity It was

manned to do so with no degradation

of fires The platoon received enemy
indirect fires frequently during the

fight and was forced to displace But

due to superiortraining and good man
euverability it quickly displaced re
set and resumed operations

DangerClose Fires Danger
close missions were the rule not the

exception 2All FA our Paladin

platoon and Thunder Base our 120

mm mortar platoon quickly earned

our confidence in their abilities to

deliver timely and more importantly

accurate fifes We routinely had 155

mm and 120mm fires within 200

meters of friendly forces Less fre

quently 81mm mortars fired within

100 meters

Walking Fires In We could de
liver fires in various ways The na
tore of MOUT actually helped us

mitigate the risk of dangerclose mis

sions because the houses and struc

tires served as buffers for effects be
tween friendly forces and the target

The most widely used method when

bringing fires in was to walk the fires

in close using adjustments sent from an

observer Before going into the firefor

effect FFE phase friendly companies

about to receive dangerclose fires were

alerted and given time to button up or

take cover

DangerClose Redefined Per doc

trine the smallest munitions were used

closest to the frontline traces of the

maneuver element and larger munitions

at greater distances Although this tech

nique was used rarely were any fires

outside of the doctrinal dangerclose

600 meters That was the deep fight in

this environment and to have consid

ered it as dangerclose and followed all

of the existing procedures for adjust

ment would have decreased the effec

tiveness of indirect fires

FOs The FOs played key role in

this fight We placed fire support team

FIST with 12 IN an FO with the

BRT and fire support officer

with 12 AR The FIST with 12
IN included sergeant as

the FSO private first class as radio

telephone operator RTO and ser

geant in two of the three platoons One

SPC Deretinald Batiste Task Force 2d Battalion 2d

Infantry TF 22 IN looks for snipers in Fallujah
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of our team chiefs sergeant who was

an experienced FO became the BRT
FO We did not have the manning to

deploy full FISTs but compensated by

deploying leaders where they were most

effective the FSE platoon was at 50

percent strength

BRTFO Positioning andReconnoi

tering A22 and A263 were deployed

in the city for most of the fight with the

BRT screening to the east Due to the

sh position outside the city the

BRT FO Sergeant Raymond Sapp had

excellent observation from dominant

terrain and was decisive in the early

fight He was in position very early

before the attack This was excellent

TTP that allowed us to adjust the pre
planned smoke fires for breeching op
erations and destroy enemy observa

tion posts OPs
As any combat training center CTC

fight tells us he who wins the recon

naissance fight will do well Sergeant

Sapp could destroy enemy OPs early

and refine target locations as well as

confirm or deny that targets we had

planned were viable such as AIF tar

gets or buildings that did not appear to

have been recently inhabited His loca

tion with the BRT outside the city look

ing in enabled him to see the entire battle

field and service targets throughout

He used the sh longrange ad
vanced scout surveillance system

Q3S an excellent piece of equip

ment that allowed him to accurately

locate targets day or night with 10

digit grids Q3h superior to the

lvehicu laser locator designa

tor GVLLD in both optics and target

location has nightvision optics and

can be mounted on vehicles If scout

and BRT elements have this equipment

fife supporters also should have it

City FOs Kept Moving The other

observers were not as fortunate during

the early phases of the fight because

they were down in the city and could not

readily occupy OPs on dominant ter

rain The platoons that included FOs
could not afford the time or manpower
to establish an OP while they were con

ducting the attack

However during halts or while the

platoons occupied strongpoints the

observers established OPs and destroyed

targets The platoon FOs came into play

mainlybefore the task force crossed the

line of departure LD when they could

occupy OPs on rooftops and adjust pre
paratory fires Sergeant Randall Laird

was very effective at adjusting rounds

onto specific houses and destroying

them before we crossed the LD
FO Vehicles The FOs had to ride in

the back of Bradley fighting vehicles

5h or Ml to move around the

battlefield degrading both theft com
munications and ability to observe fires

The TF FSO chose not to bring our two

FIST vehicles to the fight for

the following reasons they are me
chanically unreliable we could notman

them given our personnel strength and

they cannot stay abreast of maneuver

forces in Bradleys

Instead we had Ml 114 uparmored

highmobility multipurpose wheeled

vehicles Iv with all related

equipment in them although they often

were left in the combat trains with the

FSOs riding in the company com
manders Bradley

We could have used the new Bradley

fire support team vehicles BFISTVs
with the personnel to man them

Attached Companies with No FISTs

One of the biggest issues for FOs and

manning was attached companies from

other battalions that did not bring their

FIST personnel 12 AR brought

only one second lieutenant for fire sup
portno other FISTers This severely

degraded its ability to use fires during

the battle especially when its FSO was

wounded in action WIA
company attached as part of TF

must bring its entire FIST particularly

in MOUT fight If not the ability to

support that company with fires is ex
tremely difficult

Other Equipment Before deploy

ing to Fallujah we made deliberate

choices about what equipment to bring

and what to leave behind and there was

equipment we should have had but did

not have

Fire Support Gear The FOs had

singlechannel ground and airbome ra
dio systems SINCGARS manpacks
binos compass Viper2 nightvision

goggles and precision lightweight glo

bal positioning system receivers5h Communications were ad

equate They were degraded when mov
ing but once OPs were established

they worked well

The Viper2 is an excellent tool for

FOs In conjunction with the PLGR it

reliably provided accurate target loca

tion

The Blue Force Tracker was good

tool to use at the TF FSE It provided

goodpicture of forces onthe battlefield

but could not give friendly unit loca

tions consistently enough to clear fires

It is useful for targeting when imagery

is loaded

The flash mmpriority and rout

ing FIPR messaging function of Blue

Force Tracker was good tool we did

not use fully It could have been very

effective in communicating and pass

ing fire support products from TOC to

TAC and viseversa

Joint Surveillance and Target At
tack Radar System We used

JSTARS as targeting tool The assis

tantFSO and S2 collected JSTARS data

at the TOC and passed it to us as target

ing data to be serviced with indirect

fires

AdvancedFA Tactical Data System

AFATDS We did not have AFATDS
Soldiers assigned to to N22 IN clear the upstairs of house in Fallujah on 11 November2004
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in the FSE although

2AIl6 FAs platoon

operations center

POC did The battal

ionlevel FSE has only

one AFATDS and it

was at FOB Normandy
to support counter

strike operations

WeneedtwoAFATDS

at the task force level

Twice weve hadto

ecute split operations

and leave the AFATDS
behind April

2004
Fireswere controlled

at the TAC With the

vehicle available we
could not have used

AFATDS although

with IST we
would have been able to

We did not use the lightweight for

ward entry device LFED it was too

timeconsuming to input targets of op
portunity and there was no AFATDS at

the battalion FSE
Munitions The munitions we

broughtto this fightwere 155mmhigh
explosive HE Ml 07 shortrange and

M795 longrange rounds illumina

tion and white phosphorous WP Ml 10

and M825 with pointdetonating PD
delay time and variabletime VT
fazes For the 120mm mortars we had

HE illumination and WP with PD de

lay and proximity fazes We also car

ried 81mm HE with the same fazes

Range ofMunitions The munitions

at our disposal gave us excellent flex

ibility The 81 mh munitions allowed

us to deliver extremely close fires to

friendly forces while we used larger

calibermunitionsto engage and destroy

heavily fortified houses and bunkers

The standard table of organization and

equipment TOE for mechanized

battalion does not include 81mm mor

tars something the Army should exam
ine and correct

White Phosphorous WP proved to

be an effective and versatile munition

We used it for screening missions at

two breeches and later in the fight as

potent psychological weapon against

the insurgents in trench lines and spider

holes when we could not get effects on

them with HE We fired shake and

bake missions at the insurgents using

WP to flush them out and HE to take

them out

hloroeZinc HG Smoke

and PrecisionGuided Munitions We
could have used these munitions We
used improved WP for screening mis

sions when HC smoke would have been

more effective and saved our WP for

lethal missions

We had several important targets of

ten reinforced houses that FOs had eyes

on that would have been more effec

tively engaged with precisionguided

munition such as Copperhead with its

shaped charge or the developmental

Excalibur Unitary round that is con

crete piercing to be fielded in 2006
Barring the use of such precisionguided

munitions concretepiercing CP fuzes

would have been more effective than

delay and PD fazes were but the latter

were satisfactory

Ammo Resupply The biggest chal

lenge we had was ammunition resup

ply The amount ofmunitions expended

was surprising and we had to struggle

to keep our cannons and tubes supplied

The targeting officer at the TOC and the

54 did fantastic job of obtaining am
munition but in the future it would be

easier to overanticipate ammunition

needs before the fight and stockpile it

The Marines gave us what they had
and the location of the Paladin platoon

on FOB Fallujah helped greatly The

fact that the Paladin platoon brought

palletized loading system PLS was

huge plus It allowed the 54 to coordi

nate for ammunition and the Paladin

platoon to pick it up
In the final analysis it all worked but

recommend we not put ourselves in

that position again We never ran out of

ammunition but we came close several

times

10 CAS We used

CAS well in this fight

dropping more than 15

guidedbomb unit

GBU l2s which are

laserguided 500

pound bombs four

2000pound joint di

rect attack munition5hpenetrators

and one Maverick We
also had more than six

hours 130h Spec
ter gunship support

CASEffectiveness

We had problemswith

the GBUl2s At least

five duds were dropped

all from 18s The

ACl30 was an awe
some weapon operat

ing at night and prepping our deep

battlespace with outstanding accuracy

The four JDAM penetrators were

dropped on bunker complex with ex
cellent results The bunker and more

than 20 AJF were destroyed

Initially we had difficulty working

with Marine air However once our

JTACs leamed the system it worked

rather well An air liaison officer ALO
from the Marines at the TOC would

have helped in the early stages and

facilitated the use of more Marine CAS
Pulling Timely Air Assets While

the Air Force JTACs were useful on the

ground they had limited success pull

ing timely air assets TOC ALO is

must for two reasons first Marine

ALO with direct access to higher will

pull air assets more quickly and be able

to disseminate their fires faster than an

Air Force JTAC on the ground Second

you need an officer who understands

the Marine system attached to the FSE

for better coordination

Air assets are requested through dif

ferent system than indirect lethal fires

An ALO with two radios tied in to

higher and the battalion is must and

will cut air request times in half Al

though air was planned it often was

difficult for the battalion JTAC to talk

to the RCT7 ALO and get air when

needed

GAS and Other Indirect Fires Abig
lesson is that CAS was not substitute

for responsive artillery and mortars

CAS was most effective in the deep

fight particularly when used on intelli

gencedriven targets

11 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

precision air strike takes out an insurgent stronghold as Coalition Forces move

forward through Fallujah during Operation Al Fajr
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and Tactical UAVs TUAVS
UAVs were an integral part of this fight

and should be included in any future

planning The UAVs in this fightthe

Predator Shadow Hunter and Pio

neer were very effective for preci

sion intelligencedriven targeting Theft

targets often were builtup strongpoints

being fortified or occupied before our

attack

Targets in the Deep Fight The

UAVs gave us great advantage in the

deep fight usually beyond the coordi

nated fire line CFL We engaged what

the AIF considered safe areas well in

advance of the forward line of troops

FLOT destroying the AIFs com
mand control and communications 3S
nodes and denying them any respite

from the fight tremendous psycho

logical advantage

Except for the Raven TIJAV the

UAVs provided 10digit grids and ac
curate target descriptions allowing us

to choose the most appropriate weapon

for the targets The Raven also did not

have enough loiter time to obtain the

information we needed

Targets of Opportunity We at

tempted to initiate and adjust fire mis

sions against targets of opportunity us
ing UAVs as observation platforms and

were unable to do so in timely and

accurate fashion It was difficult to co
ordinate with the platform operators

who were great distances away some

stateside to give us the viewing angles

needed for adjustments

The TF TOC used UAVs for targeting

and as observers for fife missions sev
eral times But unless the UAVs were

looking straight down the grid received

usually was off by several hundred

meters When adjusting from the Preda

tor the delay on the feed is about 20 to

30 seconds The Shadow or Scan Eagle

is abetterplatform for battalion indirect

fires as they are more responsive and

more easily adjusted

We displayed the UAV feed in the

TOC on projector so the FSE could

coordinate and call for fifes The easiest

way to call for fires is to create ficti

tious observer and adjust through cardi

nal directions the operators flying the

UAVs are not trained in calling for

fires We need to develop for

adjusting fifes with UAVs
The way to use UAV is for the TF

FSE to have this asset under its control

It was an almost insunnountable task to

coordinate for and adjust fires accu

rately using UAVs because the control

ling element had to describe the rounds

impact

12 Personnel Manning Big prob
lems in this fight were lack of fire sup

port personnel with concurrent opera

tions in two separate geographical loca

tions The TF 22 IN FSE had 14 of 30

authorized personnel before the tactical

road march to Fallujah

Fire Support Personnel TF 22 IN

forward deployed with 10man

including FIST personnel leaving four

personnel behind as part of the S5 and

operations sections

Even when the TF fire support NCO
was able tojoin the FSE the shortage of

personnel stretched the FSE At the

TOC the targeting officer and RTO

literally slept next to the radios Until

the TF FSNCO arrived the TF FSO was

forced to maintain 24hour operations

for three days

The company FSO for63 ARwas
WIA on Day leaving that company

with no organic FSE to facilitate fifes

effectively taking them out of the indi

rect fire fight

Manning Effects on the Fight The

shortage of fire support personnel put

unnecessary strain on maneuver ele

ments and damaged our ability to de

tect engage and destroy targets In fu

ture combat deployments it is impera

for the Army to ensure fire support

personnel are at or near 100 percent

strength to avoid the problems we faced

in this fight

13 Training The training that pla

toon company and battalion personnel

received at the various CTCs paid off

richly Our fire supporters could handle

any mission presented to them

TF 22 IN FSE conducted danger

close traimng several times in Iraq that

paid huge dividends in the Battle of

Fallujah

Confidence in Fires for the Force

FOs were confident in their ability to

call for and adjust close fires and often

did so Training with our organic mor
tar platoon facilitated our fire missions

inFallujah We often worked with them
knew their capabilities and were su

premely confident in them

Although we had not worked with 2N
16 FAbefore deploying to Fallujah the

batterys performance early in the fight

quickly won our confidence

Importance ofDangerClose Live

Fire Training In our time in the Anny
we have had limited livefire training

for dangerclose missions until last sum
mer in fraq The typical training of

initiating and adjusting rounds on tar

gets at great distances is vastly different

from training for dangerclose fires The

results of our missions clearly indicate

this type of training must be imple

mented across the board for fire sup

porters

TrainingforMOUT We also learned

that corrections in MOUT are much

smaller often smaller than the doctrinal

minimum of ldro 50 and leftright

30 that we are trained on We often

found it necessary to make adjustments

smaller than these values to get rounds

on target particularly when engaging

fighting positions fortified houses

trench lines and spider holes The artil

lery and mortars showed outstanding

flexibility inapplying these corrections

Soldiers attached toAI22 IN cleara house in Fallujah during Operation Al Fajron 13 November
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The bottom line is that before engag

ing in offensive operations in MOUT
environment it is imperative that all

fire support personnel are highly trained

on callforfire and adjustment proce

dures and their equipment The MOUT
environment is extremely fastmoving

and there is no time to waste Fires must

be initiated adjusted and brought to the

FFE phase rapidly

Paladins and mortars are an integral

part of this process and must move as

rapidly as the observers Combined live

fire training for observers the FDC and

the guns is the answer

14 Conclusion The contributions of

indirect fifes were decisive part of the

Battle of Fallujah and contributed tre

mendously to the outcome of the fight

They allowed the maneuver forces to

rapidly move through the city with mini

mum casualties and demonstrated what

ajoint and combined arms team can do

The effects were physically and psy
chologically devastating Not only did

indirect fires destroy AIF personnel

but they also destroyed their will to

stand and fight Indirect fires also posi

tively influenced our forces by demon

strafing to commanders on the ground

that overwhelming firepower was at

their disposal

The Paladin platoon greatly increased

the TFs firepower timeliness and flex

ibility allowing us to move at an un
precedented pace through fortified

city

We leaned to use indirect fires early

and often in large volumes During the

course of the battle more than 2000

artillery and mortar rounds were fired

and more than 10 tons of precision Air

Force munitions were dropped

However as successthl as we were
had the battle lasted longer it would

have been difficult to sustain fire sup

port operations We must learn from

this fight to prepare for the fUture

At the end ofthe fight we thought back

on some of the things we were the

proudest of What jumped to the fore

front was infantry and tank platoon ser

geants platoon leaders and company

commanders telling us that the artillery

and mortars were awesome At the end

of the day that is what it is all about our

maneuver brethren recognizing why we

are called the King of Battle
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